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Foreign Policy - the Global Magazine of News and Ideas
But so have Russia’s armed forces—making any conflict more of a toss-up than a walkover. Foreign Policy’s weekly economics podcast with Adam ...

Foreign relations of Russia - Wikipedia
The foreign relations of the Russian Federation are the policy of the government of Russia by which it guides the interactions with other nations, their citizens and foreign organizations.
This article covers the foreign policy of the Russian Federation since the dissolution of the Soviet Union in late 1991. The Kremlin's foreign policy debates show a conflict between three rival ...

**Russia: Foreign Policy and U.S. Relations**
16/04/2021 · Russia’s foreign policy priorities traditionally have focused on the post-Soviet region and the West, including relations and tensions with NATO, the United States, and Europe. However, Russia under Putin (like the Soviet Union before it) also pursues a global foreign policy. As relations with its neighbors and Western countries have become more adversarial, ...

**Putin’s insights on Russian foreign policy revealed — RT**
18/11/2021 · ‘West underestimates Russian red lines’ The worsening relations between Russia and the West were high on Putin’s agenda on Thursday. NATO troops have been active around Russian borders, including in the Black Sea region. The Russian president addressed what Moscow called “provocative actions.”. We constantly express our concerns about this, we talk ...

**Opinion | Russia’s Foreign Policy Isn’t All About Hurting**
23/11/2021 · Strikingly, Moscow’s foreign policy establishment seems to have mostly concluded that the bloc tried to proactively use the anti-corruption activist Aleksei Navalny as its agent to wreck Russia

**China and Russia in spotlight as Greens take charge of**
25/11/2021 · “They are no longer dreaming about the Russia we wish we had, the Russia that lies just beyond the horizon,” said Jana Puglierin, senior policy fellow at ...

**Russia’s Next Land Grab Won’t Be in** - **Foreign Policy**
15/03/2019 · Russia’s most likely target in the near future is either Finland or Sweden; although
both are members of the EU, they are not members of NATO. By attacking a non-NATO country, Putin does not

**Analyzing the Biden administration's year in foreign policy**
17/12/2021 · Analyzing the Biden administration's year in foreign policy toward China and Russia As the year comes to a close, here's where U.S. foreign policy toward Russia and China stands — and what we

**Foreign policy of Vladimir Putin - Wikipedia**
The foreign policy of Vladimir Putin concerns the policies of Russia's president Vladimir Putin with respect to other nations. He held office from 2000 to 2008, and assumed power again in 2012. As of late 2013, Russia–United States relations were at a low point. The United States canceled a summit (for the first time since 1960), after Putin gave asylum to Edward Snowden.

**Foreign Policy Journal - News, analysis, and commentary on**


**Russia’s good cop, bad cop strategy in Afghanistan**
30/11/2021 · Foreign and security policy Russia’s good cop, bad cop strategy in Afghanistan At present, Russia is pursuing a policy aimed at foiling the threats described above as far as Afghanistan is concerned. In effect, Russia has guaranteed its own security in both scenarios: the positive development of the situation in Afghanistan, as well as its negative development. If the ...

**Examining Belarus’ Growing Reliance on Russia - Foreign**
Russia’s deteriorating foreign relations force the
Kremlin to depend on Belarus as an ally. With the Zapad-2021 military exercises, it is clear that Russia’s goal is to assert greater control over Belarus—and Belarus appears to be complying. The Zapad-2021 exercises, joint military exercises between Belarus and Russia, further support Russia’s plans for integration. The ...

Foreign Policy in Focus
22/12/2021 · War with Russia? by John Feffer | Dec 15, 2021. Here’s what Washington, Moscow, and Kyiv can do to avoid the next world war. read more. U.S. Cold War with China: First Stop, Equatorial Guinea. by William Minter, Anita Plummer, Daniel Volman | Dec 15, 2021. Officials are hyping the threat of a potential Chinese naval base facing the Atlantic to get yet more funding ...

FOREIGN POLICY | Fox News
Biden foreign policy has 'been one of surrender and retreat': Ratcliffe Former Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe explains how Russia and China ‘see an opportunity’ with the

Biden

Understanding Russia’s Cyber Strategy - Foreign Policy
06/07/2021 · More recently, increased activity from Russia’s civilian foreign intelligence service, SVR, has suggested a growing emphasis on long-term, covert cyberespionage operations. For instance, the SolarWinds compromise discovered in late 2020 went undetected for at least nine months, probably in large part because Russia exercised uncharacteristic restraint in targeting ...

WSJ Opinion: Weak Foreign Policy Exacerbates Russia
10/12/2021 · Joe Biden came to office promising he’d take a tough stance with Vladimir Putin, but his foreign policy decisions to date haven’t deterred Russia amassing thousands of ...

Senate Foreign Relations Committee Hearing on U.S. Policy
07/12/2021 · Victoria Nuland, the undersecretary
of state for political affairs, testified at a Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing on U.S. policy toward Russia. She addressed President Biden's earlier

**European Union preparing full set of sanctions against**
16/12/2021 · BRUSSELS, December 16. /TASS/. The European Union is preparing a full set of sanctions against Russia, which will be discussed at the EU summit on Thursday, EU Foreign Policy Chief Josep Borrel

**Russia lands Germany’s Scholz with his first foreign**
07/12/2021 · Russia’s menace poses the first real foreign policy test for Germany’s incoming chancellor Olaf Scholz and his “traffic light coalition” of social democrats, greens and liberals.

**Foreign investment in Russia - Santandertrade.com**
The Ministry of Economic Development (MED) is responsible for overseeing investment policy in Russia. The Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF) was established to facilitate FDI in Russia. The establishment of investment assistance in Russia is still in its infancy. The government prefers to improve the general investment climate by tax reductions and economic reforms. ...

**WSJ Opinion: Weak Foreign Policy Exacerbates Russia**
10/12/2021 · Joe Biden came to office promising he'd take a tough stance with Vladimir Putin, but his foreign policy decisions to date haven't deterred Russia amassing thousands of ...

**WSJ Opinion: Weak Foreign Policy Exacerbates Russia**
10/12/2021 · Joe Biden came to office promising he'd take a tough stance with Vladimir Putin, but his foreign policy decisions to date haven't deterred Russia amassing thousands of ...

**AFPC | American Foreign Policy Council**
20/12/2021 · The Voice For Foreign Policy On Capitol Hill. AFPC is widely recognized as a source of timely, insightful analysis on issues of foreign policy, and works closely with members of Congress, the Executive Branch and the policymaking community. It is staffed by noted specialists in foreign and defense policy, and serves as a valuable resource to

Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) - European
09/05/2021 · EU Member states have committed themselves to a Common Foreign Security Policy for the European Union. Read more. News stories. 9th MAY 2021 / THE EUROPE DAY. #EuropeDay2021. Monday, 10 May, 2021 - 10:38. Tags: #EuropeDay2021; Published on: EUCAP Sahel Mali; Africa; Common Foreign & Security Policy (CFSP) News stories. Civilian CSDP: ...

Ukraine’s foreign policy strategy abolishes non-bloc
14/12/2021 · The strategy makes multi-vector, non-bloc policies a thing of the past, Dmitry Kuleba stressed KIEV, December 14. /TASS/. Ukraine’s newly-approved foreign policy strategy puts an ...

the foreign policy of russia
Russia’s deputy foreign minister Sergei Ryabkov has compared tension over Ukraine to the Cuban missile crisis and demanded that the West acts "here and now" on its demands

russia warns of 'new cuban missile crisis' as it threatens west over ukraine
Both parties use Ukraine to score political points, instead of addressing legitimate Russian concerns and our strategic interests.

letter: our foreign policy on ukraine is misguided and dangerous
US and Russian officials are set to hold security talks on the 10th of January to discuss concerns over their respective military activities and confront rising tensions over Ukraine. A spokesperson
us-russian dialogue over ukraine set for early january
Bloc’s top diplomat calls for talks to avoid conflict in Ukraine in robust response to Russia’s proposals

russia causing ‘severe deterioration’ of european security - eu
RUSSIA and China are poised to sign a terrifying deal for a new gas pipeline that could boost their control over Western supplies.

eu facing winter of hell as china and russia poised to take control of gas with new deal
VLADIMIR Putin has withdrawn 10,000 troops from his country's border with Ukraine - on the day talks between Russian and German officials aimed at easing tensions were confirmed.

putin blinks first: russia pulls back 10,000 troops ahead of crunch talks
The release of a paper on stepping up defence cooperation in Central Asia and a recent Putin-Modi summit have given a fresh impetus to Moscow-New Delhi relations.

india, russia ties see a revival as china, afghanistan and central asia dominate bilateral agenda
Russia has sent a list of demands to NATO as the country amasses more and more troops near Ukraine's eastern border.

fears of russian invasion rise as kremlin sends demands to nato and us
Prosecutors accused Memorial International, the country's oldest human rights NGO, of distorting history while investigating crimes committed under Soviet dictator Josef Stalin.

russia orders closure of human rights group memorial
Russia’s Supreme Court has ruled that one of the country’s oldest and most prominent human rights organizations should be shut down.

russian court orders shutdown of renowned
This long-termist approach won't bear fruit immediately, but it’s all the more worthwhile for Liz Truss, the Foreign Secretary, to try.

China and Russia’s tyranny can be stopped, but only if global Britain trusts in the power of freedom.

Moscow (Reuters) - Russia will enter talks with U.S. negotiators on security guarantees it wants from the West at the start of next year, Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said on Wednesday, amid concerns.

Russia agrees to begin security talks with U.S. at start of year.

Let’s get the obvious out of the way. President Biden’s foreign policy has been marked by a series of missteps, misdeeds and misfires.

Top 5 foreign policy lessons Biden taught the world in 2021.

Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba called the creation of the first coherent foreign policy strategy the main achievement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 2021.

Germany is to expel two Russian diplomats after a Russian hitman was sentenced to life in prison for carrying out the “Kremlin-sponsored” assassination of an ex-Kremlin agent.

President Biden has been heavily criticised for the way he has handled several foreign policy flashpoints throughout the year.

Psaki struggles to name any Biden foreign policy achievements in first year.

There is no point in Washington's sanctions against the Nord Stream 2 project as construction of the gas pipeline has been completed, head of the Department of Economic
Cooperation of the Russian

**Russian foreign ministry: Nord Stream 2 completed, there is no point in U.S. sanctions**
A Berlin court has convicted a Russian man of a killing in Germany’s capital two years ago that prosecutors said was ordered by Russia.

**Russian convicted of killing in Berlin which sparked diplomatic row**
Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba has confirmed that Kiev and Beijing disagree on a number of political issues, Russian media reported on Tuesday. "At the same time we have some disagreements

**Ukrainian foreign minister confirms political disagreements with China**
The Central Bank of Russia announced on Friday that it raised its policy rate by 100 basis points to 8.5% from 7.5%. This decision came in line with the market expectation. Key ta

**Central Bank of Russia hikes policy rate by 100 bps to 8.5% as expected**
Russia has barred entry to seven British citizens in a retaliatory measure to Britain's earlier sanctions on the same number of Russians, Russia's foreign ministry said in a statement on Friday.

**Russia bars entry to seven British citizens**
Germany’s foreign minister said on Wednesday that her country is expelling two Russian diplomats after a court concluded that Moscow was behind the killing of a Chechen man in Berlin two years ago.

**Germany expels diplomats after Russian found guilty of shooting man in park**
The new German-language broadcast of Russia's international television station RT went off the air days after its launch after German authorities ruled that it did not have the licence it needed to

**Germany takes Russia's RT Deutsch off air within days of launch**
Foreign Secretary Liz Truss has issued a
statement on the current situation on the Ukraine border. Foreign Secretary Liz Truss said: I condemn the Kremlin’s aggressive and inflammatory rhetoric

**ukraine border tensions: foreign secretary's statement**
An SNP MP has warned a Russian invasion of Ukraine could lead to the “largest humanitarian crisis” in Europe since the Second World War.

**snp mp warns russia invasion of ukraine could lead to ‘largest humanitarian crisis’ in europe since second world war**
We’ll send you a myFT Daily Digest email rounding up the latest Moscow news every morning. The tension between increasing ‘liveability’ and the erosion of political freedoms is part of what makes

**moscow diary: what the success of a us soap says about modern russia**
Foreign Secretary Liz Truss has urged Russia to enter talks in January over its military build-up on the border of Ukraine. Ms Truss’s call for dialogue comes after Russian troops have reportedly been

**liz truss urges russia to enter talks over troops at ukrainian border**
Nor should the United States expect that Russia will automatically abandon its course of confrontation once President Vladimir Putin leaves office. Putin’s foreign policy enjoys widespread support

**the myth of russian decline**
Carter Page, another former member of Trump’s foreign policy team who has been interviewed multiple times by the FBI about his business ties to Russia, told TPM that questions about

**who the heck is the ex-trump aide who tried to broker russia contacts?**
Probe with a bayonet; when you encounter mush, push on; if you find steel, pull back.” This description of how Russia seeks to expand its influence abroad is attributed to Vladimir Lenin.
But it could

Russia Lands Germany’s Scholz with His First Foreign Policy Test
Here are some of Foreign Policy’s best deep dives from the past year. Explainer: Kicking Russia Off of SWIFT Might Not Be the Nuclear Option Kicking Russia Off of SWIFT Might Not Be

Kicking Russia Off of Swift Might Not Be the Nuclear Option
Testified at a Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing on U.S. policy toward Russia. She addressed President Biden’s earlier call with Russian President Vladimir Putin and said that Russia

Senate Foreign Relations Committee Hearing on U.S. Policy Toward Russia
The three foreign officials who have spoken with top Trump advisers described a disconnect, or “mixed signals,” between Trump and his team over Russia, highlighting a lack of a clear policy.

Trump’s Embrace of Russia at Odds with National Security, Foreign Policy Advisers
Tensions have heightened in recent weeks over Russia’s growing military presence near the border with Ukraine. Josep Borrell, the EU’s foreign policy chief, said Monday that the EU "stands united

EU Foreign Ministers Mull Russia Sanctions
The trial to liquidate Russia’s best-known human rights organization Robbie Gramer Welcome to Foreign Policy’s SitRep! First off, still looking for some positive affirmation going into

What Are America’s Adversaries Up To? That’s Classified.
India, India foreign policy, Russia, Joe Biden, Vladimir Putin, Narendra Modi, Putin India visit, S-400 SAM system, US sanctions A day ahead of his meeting with US President Joe Biden, Russian

An Autonomous Foreign Policy Is Best for India
Information Policy, Information Technologies and Communications Committee, Alexander Yushchenko, told TASS on Friday. Read also Russia’s State Duma may pass foreign agent media law State Duma

mp vows russia’s foreign agent law will have ‘just as much bite’ on media as in us

so Putin’s government continues to view Ukraine’s future as the central question of Russia’s foreign policy. Just as Washington is hyper-vigilant against efforts by other countries to